In this effort, we present a comprehensive comparative study of decentralized and centralized adaptive schemes to control the so-called "Smart Valves" network employed in many applications including, but not limited to, Municipal Piping Systems and oil and gas fields. The network being considered here typically includes scores of coupled solenoid actuated butterfly valves. We here examine the multiphysics network of two interconnected actuated sets. The network undergoes the coupled chaotic and hyperchaotic dynamics subject to some initial conditions and critical parameters. The control schemes' trade-offs are thoroughly investigated with respect to robustness, computational cost, and practical feasibility of control inputs in the presence of strong nonlinear interconnections and harmful chaotic and hyperchaotic responses.
Introduction
The decentralized and centralized control of large-scale networks have received considerable attention, particularly in the presence of coupled harmful responses. The coupled dangerous dynamical responses, including chaotic and hyperchaotic (with larger domain of attraction) ones, can be transmitted among neighbor sets. Consequently, robust and practically feasible control schemes are needed to be implemented in driving such largescale systems.
The system being studied here is the so-called "Smart Valves" network containing scores of interconnected actuated butterfly valves coupled in series. This multiphysics system broadly deals with several aspects of electro-magnetomechanical-fluid units. We particularly analyze two sets of coupled bi-directional solenoid actuated butterfly valves. The network plays an important role in proper and efficient performance of many critical infrastructures which include, but are not limited to, the US Navy, oil and gas fields, petrochemical plants, and more importantly, Municipal Piping Systems. The first utilizes a distributed flow control system for cooling purposes and therefore, the failure of such a crucial unit would expectedly impose considerable costs of restoration and operation. A robust and practically feasible control scheme is hence required to mitigate the effects of the harmful dynamic responses in the presence of uncertainties involved with such a large-scale network.
We have previously reported broad analytical and experimental studies [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] for both an isolated actuator-valve arrangement and a network of two interconnected solenoid actuated butterfly valves operating in series. Novel third-order (nondimensional) and sixth-order analytical models of the single and two sets of solenoid actuated butterfly valves were derived, respectively, dealing with the coupled nonlinear magnetic, hydrodynamic, and bearing torques. The transient chaotic and crisis, and coupled chaotic and hyperchaotic dynamics of both the single and interconnected sets were captured, respectively, by exposing the system to some critical parameters and initial conditions. The constrained isolated and then coupled design and operational optimization problems were solved using the stability constraints imposed by the dynamic analysis. Finding specific research work to capture and control the chaotic and hyperchaotic dynamics of such a multiphysics network, using both the centralized/decentralized schemes, is somewhat difficult although some efforts have been reported for similar case studies. Many efforts have been addressed in [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] to thoroughly investigate the decentralized and centralized schemes for a variety of electromechanical systems.
We here briefly represent the interconnected analytical model of two sets (for completeness) along with the critical initial conditions and parameters resulted in the dangerous responses. Both the centralized (coupled) and decentralized adaptation and control laws will be formulated with respect to the interconnected dynamics of the system; in the presence of chaotic and hyperchaotic responses. The results will be thoroughly discussed to address the practical feasibility and robustness of both the adaptive methods, for vanishing the chaotic and hyperchaotic dynamics, in addition to their computational costs. 
Mathematical Modeling
The system, which is being considered here, is two bidirectional solenoid actuated butterfly valves operating in series. The system undergoes a sudden pipe contraction as shown in Fig  1. The plungers are connected to the valves' stems through the rack and pinion arrangements yielding kinematic constraints.
We have previously derived the interconnected analytical model of two sets operating in series [1] [2] [3] [4] and briefly represent here for completeness. Some simplifying assumptions have been made to develop the analytical formulas of the coupled sets. The first one is to assume a negligible magnetic "diffusion time" with respect to a nominal operation time (40s). Note that the diffusion time has an inverse relationship with the amount of current applied. The second assumption is the existence of laminar flow. We have carried out experimental work for an isolated set to validate the assumption of laminar flow. The total flow loads, including hydrodynamic (T h ) and bearing (T b ) torques, were measured experimentally. An acceptable consistency was observed between the analytical and experimental approaches [29] .
Based on the analytical formulas addressed in [1] [2] [3] [4] , the sixth-order interconnected dynamic equations of two bidirectional solenoid actuated butterfly valves were developed as follows:ż 1 = z 2 (1)
where, b di indicates the equivalent torsional damping, k i is the indicates the radius of the pinion, C 1 and C 2 are the reluctances of the magnetic path without air gap and that of the air gap, respectively, N i stands for the number of coils, g mi is the nominal air gap, J i indicates the polar moment of inertia of the valve's disk, and R i is the electrical resistance of coil. z 1 = α 1 , z 2 =α 1 , and z 3 = i 1 indicate the upstream valve's rotation angle, angular velocity, and actuator current, respectively. z 4 = α 2 , z 5 =α 2 , and z 6 = i 2 stand for the downstream valve's rotation angle, angular velocity, and actuator current, respectively. The network parameters are listed in Table 1 . Note that we could capture, for the first time, the coupled chaotic and hyperchaotic dynamics of the interconnected sets [1, 3] [30] , were used in distinguishing among the nature of harmful responses, as shown in Figs. 3(a)-3(f). One and two positive Lyapunov exponents along with irregular Poincaré maps confirmed the chaotic and hyperchaotic dynamics of the actuated valves, respectively. Such dangerous responses need to be vanished using a nonlinear control scheme, due to the nonlinear and coupled nature of the network, in order to return the interconnected sets to their stable domains. The operationally optimized valves' motions, on the other hand, are utilized in the nonlinear control scheme as desirable trajectories. Based on the inevitable unknown parameters of such a coupled network, the nonlinear model-based adaptive scheme looks as an effective approach to be employed in stabilizing the system subject to the chaotic and hyperchaotic dynamics. 
Adaptive Centralized Approach
The nonlinear model-based adaptive control method [31] is used in stabilizing the unstable system in order to track the desired trajectories [1, 3] defined based on the critical initial conditions as follows:
The so-called "S-Shaped" trajectories are highly energy-efficient [3, 9] and yield smooth dynamic responses avoiding the repeatedly observed dangerous phenomenon of "Water Hammering". The coupled dynamic Eqs. 2 and 5 can be rewritten as the following: 
where,
Eq. 9 can be rewritten as follows.
We define the valves' tracking errors and their first and second time derivatives as the following:
This yields,
The combined tracking errors [31] and their first time derivatives are as follows:
where λ 's are strictly positive numbers listed in Table 1 . Premultiplying by M i and substituting from Eq. 11, we have,
Based on the interconnected dynamics of the network, we chose the following quadratic Lyapunov function candidate:
where Γ i is a symmetric positive definite matrix andΘ i is the system's lumped parameter estimation error (Θ i = Θ i −Θ i ). Differentiating the Lyapunov function (Eq. 13) yields,
By defining the regression vectors as the following:
TheV can be easily rewritten as follows.
The appropriate control inputs are hence chosen as the following:
We can easily develop the regression (W i ∈ ℜ 1×17 ) (and subsequently estimated lumped parameter vectors (Θ i ∈ ℜ 17×1 )) as follows.
Substituting the control inputs into Eq. 16 gives,
which leads us to develop the following parameters' adaptation laws:
Substituting Eq. 21 into Eq. 20 yields,
Based on Eq. 22, we need to proveV → 0 as t → ∞ revealing s i → 0 when t → ∞, or simply:
Since V is positive, Barbalat's lemma [31] confirms thatV approaches zero if it is uniformly continuous and its time derivativë
We can easily deriveV as follows.
Eq. 23 implies,
Note that V is bounded due to V ≥ 0 andV ≤ 0 indicating that s i andΘ i are also bounded. This would in turn reveals that α i ,
Combining Eqs. 12, 15, and 17 gives,
Note that the bounded α i andα i result in bounded M i andṀ i yielding boundedṡ i due to the bounded s i , W i , andΘ i . The bounded s i andṡ i result in the boundedV and one can easily conclude thatV and s i → 0 as t → ∞ [31] . This obviously indicates that e i andė i tend to zero as t → ∞. We hence can guarantee both the global stability of the coupled network (the boundedness of α i ,α i , andΘ i ) and convergence of the tracking errors (e i ).
Adaptive Decentralized Approach
The decentralized scheme addressed in [32, 33] is used in suppressing the chaotic/hyperchaotic dynamics of the two strongly interconnected sets. We represent the formulations, the direct decentralized adaptation and control laws, for completeness although the detailed stability proof can be easily found in [34] . A large-scale network containing N interconnected sets, here N = 2 (Eq. 10), can be generally written in the form of:
T indicates the full state of the whole network, and F i (.), g i (.), and h(.) are smooth functions. u i and y i stand for the decentralized input and output of the ith set, respectively. The output dynamics of the ith set, by having strong relative degree of n i , can be written as follows. 8) with respect to the existing strong nonlinear interconnections among the two sets by using only local measurements.
The error vector of the ith set is written as e i = [e i ,ė i , ..., e
] T leading to the following time derivative:
We can easily write the error dynamics as follows:
Substituting Eq. 27 into Eq. 29 yields,
2 , f 2,5 = e d 1 α 2 , and the corresponding ζ i,w and η i are estimated through adaptation laws;
and ζ 2,5 = c 1 .
The tracking error of the ith set needs to follow e
is Hurwitz. The decentralized control signal of the ith set is calculated as follows:
i + ... + a i,n i −1 e
Substituting Eq. 31 into Eq. 30, with respect to whereη i =η i − η i , the error dynamics becomes,
Combining Eqs. 32 and 33 yields,
− a i,0 e i + a i,1ėi + a i,2 e
whereζ i,w =ζ i,w −ζ i,w . The error dynamics of the ith set, by substituting Eq. 34 into Eq. 28, can be developed as the following matrix form:
The Hurwitz matrix A i and vector b i for the two interconnected sets subject to the chaotic and hyperchaotic dynamics are chosen as follows.
The Hurwitz A i leads to a unique positive definite P i to be obtained through the Lyapunov equation:
where Q i is a positive definite matrix in which we select as follows (for the two coupled sets):
where q i =0.1 and q i =0.8 for the chaotic and hyperchaotic responses, respectively. The following decentralized adaptation laws [32, 33] are used in estimating the unknown parameters:ζ
where γ ζ i = γ ηi = 0.1. The decentralized control and adaptation laws developed through Eqs. 31, 39, and 40 guarantee [34] asymptotic convergence of the tracking errors to zero and also boundedness of the closed-loop network. We have implemented the decentralized formulations in MATLAB to be compared with the centralized scheme with respect to the computational cost, feasibility, and robustness issues. The values of n i used in the coupled centralized control inputs (Eq. 17) are listed in Table 1 and Γ i = diag [10] 17×17 . The values of ε i utilized in developing the decentralized control inputs (Eq. 31) are given in Table 1 and selected to mitigate the effects of strong nonlinear interconnections among the sets which is inevitably a fundamental requirement of the decentralized scheme. are intentionally selected to yield meaningful estimated parameters with respect to the electro-magneto-mechanical-fluid nature of the network. It is of a great interest to observe that, despite the dominant chaotic dynamics resulted from the Initial 1 , the parameters timely convergence and therefore, we expect to observe stable operations of both the coupled actuated valves. Note that both the centralized and decentralized approaches, based on the "sufficient richness" condition [31] , would not exactly estimate the unknown parameters such that the schemes expectedly yield values to allow the desired task to be carried out.
Results

T ime(s)
Figs. 6(a) to 6(f) present the decentralized scheme's estimation process for ζ i,w and η i of both the upstream and downstream sets. Note that some researchers have reported inefficiency [35] and lack of robustness of the decentralized schemes in the presence of strong nonlinear interconnections which are expected to be observed for the network subject to the chaotic/hyperchaotic dynamics. The estimated parameters validate the lack of robustness of the decentralized scheme in comparison with the centralized one. Few abrupt converging process of the parameters would potentially magnify the shortcomings of the decentralized scheme due to the significant effects of strong nonlinear interconnections between two sets. We hence expect to observe undesirable control inputs.
For the centralized scheme, the estimated parameters, based on Eq. 17, would help generate powerful control inputs, the applied currents of the bi-directional solenoid actuators (i i ), to vanish the chaotic dynamics of the interconnected sets ( Fig. 2(a) ) and then drive the coupled valves to track the desirable trajectories, which we addressed earlier (Eq. 7). Shown in Fig. 7(a) are the control inputs for both the upstream and downstream actuators. As expected, the currents consist of two phases as shown in Fig. 7(a) . The first phase, with oscillatory negative values of the currents, suppresses the coupled chaotic dynamics due to the Initial 1 resulting in downward/slightly upward motions of the plungers, which would consequently avoid the sudden jumps of the valves. During the second phase of the control process, the currents gradually take positive values indicating that the plungers move upward and therefore, the valves rotate toward the desirable trajectories. It is of a great interest to observe that the control input of the downstream set is remarkably higher than that of the upstream one, in particular for the first phase of the control process. The physical interpretation of such higher values of the control input used in the downstream set can be explained through the effects of the flow loads acting on the valve, in particular the hydrodynamic torque:
where c v1 and c v2 are the upstream and downstream valves' coefficients, respectively (c vi (
We have previously reported [1-3, 9, 10, 12] that a smaller pipe diameter yields both the higher hydrodynamic and bearing torques due to the higher coefficient of the upstream valve than that of the downstream one (Eqs. 41 and 42). From another aspect, the hydrodynamic torque is a helping load [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] ] to close the symmetric valve whereas the bearing one is a resistance (frictionbased) torque for the valve's operation. The downstream set with a smaller pipe diameter, subject to the chaotic dynamics of the Initial 1 , undoubtedly needs more suppressing control input to mitigate the destabilizer effects of the higher hydrodynamic torque acting on the valve. For the second phase of the control process, the higher resistance bearing torque acting on the downstream set inevitably demands slightly higher control input to push the valve to the desirable trajectory.
Such profiles of the control inputs of the centralized method for both the sets are expected to be observed for the driving magnetic torques (forces) as nonlinear functions of the control inputs in addition to the valves' rotation angles/plungers' displacements. Fig. 7(c) presents the centralized driving magnetic torques of both the coupled sets in which the two phases of the control process can be distinguished as we discussed for the currents. The oscillatory negative values of the magnetic torques suppress the chaotic dynamics along with mitigating the effects of the hydrodynamic torques. The positive magnetic torques (forces) move the plungers upward and subsequently, the valves move toward the desirable trajectories. The higher amount of the driving magnetic torque of the downstream set, for the sec- ond phase of the control process, looks logical to overcome the higher resistance bearing torque than that of the upstream one. Despite the centralized control inputs/magnetic torques, the decentralized scheme leads to the so-called "Bang-Bang" control inputs and magnetic torques shown in Figs. 7(b) and 7(d), respectively. Obviously, the implementation of the Bang-Bang control inputs for the network subject to the chaotic dynamics can be questionable and hence would probably not be feasible. As expected, such control inputs can result in failures of the actuation units and gradually damage the whole network. Note that the decentralized scheme yields slightly higher values of the Bang-Bang control inputs and magnetic torques than those of the centralized ones.
Shown in Fig. 8(a) are the upstream and downstream valves' rotation angles subject to the centralized scheme indicating that both the sets track the desirable trajectories (Eq. 7) by applying the control inputs which expectedly vanish the coupled chaotic dynamics due to the Initial 1 . Both the error (e i ) and combined It is of a great interest to observe that the decentralized approach also pushes the valves to track the desirable trajectories (Figs. 8(b) and 8(d)) with even considerably smaller tracking errors. The tracking errors of the decentralized method are significantly smaller than those of the centralized one. Consequently, we deal with an important trade-off between the smaller tracking errors and Bang-Bang control inputs of the decentralized method in the presence of strong nonlinear interconnections and chaotic dynamics. This trade-off can be expected to become more crucial by adding more coupled sets. Another trade-off is computational cost of the centralized and decentralized schemes. Note that the computational time of the decentralized method, for only two sets, is almost one-sixtieth of the centralized one. It is straightforward to conclude that the computational cost of the decentralized scheme would be significantly lower than that of the centralized one by adding more interconnected sets subject to the chaotic dynamics. Therefore, the centralized adaptive method, by yielding smoother/practically feasible control inputs/magnetic torques and better robustness, is an effective approach in comparison with the decentralized one (even with smaller tracking error and computation time) to control the network of actuated butterfly valves subject to the chaotic dynamics.
Figs. 9(a) and 9(c) present the centralized control inputs and driving magnetic torques, respectively, used in vanishing the cou- pled hyperchaotic dynamics caused by the Initial 2 ( Fig. 2(b) ). As expected, the hyperchaotic dynamics of both the sets with the larger domains of attractions, which we have thoroughly addressed in [1, 3] , would require significantly higher values of the control inputs to be vanished than those of the chaotic ones. The considerable control inputs expectedly result in the higher driving magnetic torques than the ones used in the network subject to the chaotic dynamics (Fig. 9(c) ). The two phases of the control process, which we discussed for the chaotic case, can be observed for the hyperchaotic one such that the oscillatory negative control inputs/driving magnetic torques suppress the hyperchaotic dynamics. Note that the green boxes shown in Figs. 9(a) and 9(c) reveal the incremental values of the control inputs/torques to rotate the valves to the desirable trajectories.
The Bang-Bang control inputs/magnetic torques, which we discussed for the chaotic response, are expected to be observed for the network subject to the hyperchaotic dynamics. Shown in Figs. 9(b) and 9(d) expectedly reveal higher Bang-Bang con-trol inputs/magnetic torques for the hyperchaotic responses than those of the chaotic ones; again due to the larger domains of attractions of both the sets. Fig. 10(a) are both the upstream and downstream valves' rotation angles revealing that the valves' motions tend to the desirable trajectories (Eq. 8) subject to the centralized controller. Figs. 10(c) and 10(e) present the convergence of both the error and combined tracking error signals to zero, respectively. Consequently, it is straightforward to conclude that the centralized adaptation and control laws guarantee both the global stability of the coupled network and convergence of the tracking errors in which we analytically discussed in Section 3. Figs. 10(b) and 10(d) reveal that both the valves, by utilizing the decentralized controller, experience considerably higher tracking errors and, again for the hyperchaotic responses, the implementation of Bang-Bang control inputs can be potentially harmful.
Shown in
Conclusions and Future Work
In this effort, we presented the novel sixth-order interconnected dynamic equations of the two coupled bi-directional solenoid actuated butterfly valves. The network underwent the harmful chaotic and hyperchaotic dynamics subject to some initial conditions and critical parameters of the equivalent viscous damping and the friction coefficient of bearing area. We then thoroughly studied both the centralized and decentralized adaptive schemes for different aspects of robustness, computational cost, and practically feasible control inputs. The issues of robustness and practical feasibility of control efforts expectedly become more critical in the presence of strong nonlinear interconnections among sets and harmful dynamical responses.
It was shown that the decentralized adaptive scheme yields significantly smaller tracking errors in comparison with the centralized one (for the chaotic dynamics) although the latter shows a much better performance by revealing more robust estimation process and feasible control inputs. The decentralized scheme, in the presence of chaotic/hyperchaotic dynamics, has the shortcomings of abrupt estimation process and, more importantly, Bang-Bang control inputs which would expectedly result in the failures of the coupled actuation units and gradually the whole network. Another trade-off is the computation cost of both the schemes. The computation time of the decentralized scheme, for this particular problem subject to the chaotic/hyperchaotic dynamics, is at least one-sixtieth of the centralized one and we expect to spend much lower computation time by adding more coupled agents. In summary, the decentralized controller needs to be utilized carefully, in particular for the systems subject to the interconnected chaotic and hyperchaotic dynamics.
We currently focus on developing the interconnected model of a network of n actuated valves operating in series.
